
 

Ecologist rates Thai coral reef decay rate as alarming 

Reef diving off Phuket's Shark Point near the King Cruiser wreck. Most Thai coral is endangered from 

activities including human destruction, plastic pollution and bleaching. (Screen Grab 

YouTube/Kiwidiver Dive Center) 

The total area experiencing coral reef damage in Thailand has increased from 30% to 77% in just one 

decade, according to marine ecologist Asst Prof Thon Thamrongnawasawat. 

Asst Prof Thon, deputy dean of the Faculty of Fisheries at Kasetsart University, said 77% or 140,000 

out of total 107,800 rai of coral reef area in the Thai seas is in a sorry state, with unhealthy coral 

reefs expanding at an alarming rate. 

In 2008, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment said 42,000 rai (30%) of total 140,000 rai 

of corals was devastated. 

Asst Prof Thon blamed tourism and polluted water released by beachfront hotels, resorts and 

residential houses as the main cause for the unhealthy coral reefs. 

He added the situation was also exacerbated by plastic trash dumped in water, which can infect coral 

and cause them long-term harm. 



Asst Prof Thon singled out water contamination as the largest contributor to the degeneration of 

coral reefs in the country, as only 30% of polluted water goes through waste water treatment 

process. 

Besides, reefs were also being damaged by sediments from landfills along coastal areas, he said. 

"All of this [the degeneration of corals] is a result of man-made pollution, especially the influx of 

tourists which is not being handled properly. Over the past two or three years, Thailand has had no 

problems about coral bleaching, but the degeneration has continued to this day," Asst Prof Thon 

said. 

The marine ecologist also voiced his concern over the 77% damage to the country's coral reefs, which 

in his view is a considerable figure. 

Meanwhile, Petch Manopawitr, a scientist of the International Union for Conservation of Nature 

IUCN, pointed out to plastic waste as a cause for coral diseases. 

He said Thailand was ranked the fourth in the world among countries which produce the most 

amount of marine waste, according to an assessment by US-based non-profit marine conservation 

group, Ocean Conservacy, last year. 

He said plastic waste in the Thai seas has worsened the health of corals and referred to a latest 

article in Science magazine about research which found out that coral reefs digest plastic garbage 

and suffer as a consequence. 

Mr Petch added that previous research jointly conducted by Cornell University, James Cook 

University and Prince of Songkla University in 2014 showed coral reefs can be damaged by plastics. 

The research was conducted on coral reefs on 159 locations in Thailand, Myanmar, Indonesia and 

Australia. 

In related development, Worapot Lomlim, chief of Hat Noppharat Thara–Mu Koh Phi Phi National 

Park, said on Saturday the authorities would inspect coral reefs around Koh Bida Nok in Krabi today. 

The move comes after a complaint from locals that a group of Japanese tourists brought vinyl boards 

to the water and took photos with corals there, which may have caused damage to the coral life. 

(Bron: Bangkok Post, 29 januari) 

Tackling plastic waste 

A study of Thai and neighbouring underseas life, published last week, proves beyond doubt that 

people are killing coral. Specifically, the plastic items that wind up in the area of Thai reefs is literally 

the death of coral. Ocean currents, sand and rocks bash and cut bags, bottles and trash to tiny bits. 

The coral, living animals, eat the plastic, choke and die. 



"Plastic waste associated with disease on coral reefs" published in Science magazine contains 

shocking data. The team of scientists involved in the study visited and compiled observations, 

statistics and short-term predictions on 17 Asian locations from Japan to India and Australia. Among 

the areas the scientists visited and studied at length were 10 reefs off popular -- arguably too popular 

-- Koh Tao, the tourist-saturated island of Surat Thani. The dying coral there is a fairly old story. But 

the new figures on plastic and death on the reefs are shocking. Here's the news. 

Thailand is the world's No.6 plastics polluter. That is in total pollution. In fact, comparing coastal 

populations and the size of reefs, Thailand is the worst dumper of plastic waste on Earth. A total 

population of around 30 million permanent residents and foreign tourists live, work or enjoy the sun 

and sand along its coastlines. The nation has 451 square kilometres of coral-inhabited reefs. That 

sounds like a lot, but it isn't. Indonesia has 34,300 square kilometres and the Philippines has 18,800. 

But even Vietnam has more than Thailand. 

In 2010, the last year for which complete figures are available, Thais and tourists dumped -- the 

scientists call it "mismanaged" -- 256,935 metric tonnes of plastic. Extrapolation shows this number 

will increase in 2025 to 544,877 tonnes. If that is mind-boggling, then consider this. To make that 

astounding total of 256,935 tonnes, Thais and visitors in 2010 tossed 2.66 million plastic items into 

the ocean. Yes, much of that was inadvertent ocean pollution of items thrown into klongs or sewers 

and washed to sea. 

Scientists predict that in 2025, seven years away, citizens and foreign guests will do this. They will 

throw, accidentally and on purpose, more than 8.9 million plastic items into the Gulf of Thailand and 

Andaman Sea. Most of that will wash up on reefs, totalling 544,877 metric tonnes. 

One hopes that concerned people are reading this report, up to and definitely including the man in 

charge, Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha. 

The now undebatable slow death of Thai coral by plastic is by premeditated acts, planned or careless. 

It is as unnecessary as any act of vandalism, and can be as easily prevented and, thus, mostly 

stopped. 

First, no crackdown is going to save the coral. Short, energetic bursts of anti-pollution enforcement 

will make no difference. Neither, sadly, will clean-up campaigns by activists and environmentalists. 

Conservation campaigns inevitably attract those already indisposed to littering and polluting. As is 

clear from the figures produced in this scientific study, picking up a tonne or two of waste off our 

reefs will not even delay death by plastic inhalation. 

The first cure is education. Not a blitz, but a sustained, multi-year project to get it across that clean 

waterways -- sewers, rivers, the Gulf and the Andaman Sea -- are everyone's responsibility because 

they are to everyone's benefit. 

Education must show cause and result of careless pollution, as well as stressing the benefits of simply 

picking up trash and reporting any business skirting the law to dump its waste in public waters. 



The second cure is enforcement, even, if necessary, anti-pollution police. Those unable to 

understand the need for simple environmental steps must suffer consequences great enough to 

convince others that polluting doesn't pay. ((Bron: hoofdredactioneel commentaar, Bangkok Post, 29 

januari) 

 

 


